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WITH  

DAVID ALLAN 

More on overseas sire lines for 

when we can afford them 

Acclamation at Rathberry Stud. 

At a time when the mid-ranges of the South African  

breeding industry are being hammered by the sales results 

of 2017, it might be thought insensitive to advocate  

overseas purchasing. 

In one sense, there‟s no “might be” about it. Saying “Hey let’s 

go and spend money you haven’t been able to earn” would be 

downright offensive. Those in our industry who don‟t have to 

work to the bottom line, or if they do can subsidise the  

business when it drops into the red, are financially bomb 

proof. They can and do spend overseas whether investing in 

farms and stock for those farms or sending runners or  

importing new stallions. If they do it well, the trickle-down 

back into SA racing and breeding will always be valuable. 

 

But for those who must work to the bottom line with a bank 

obligation, a family, workforce and future to safeguard,  

singing “Come Buy With Me”, to paraphrase the Sinatra title, 

would be taking the you-know-what. 

Nevertheless, being armed with information and having a plan 

formulated in advance of our next rise in prices and/or the  

arrival through the door of the next investor is essential.  

Whilst it is not possible to follow all  

racing everywhere, it is important to be 

ahead of the game not behind it, and to 

have the background information to take 

full advantage of opportunities. 

 

Where some SA yearling or breeding 

stock buyers will have researched deeply 

and will lap up new names, recognising 

them from overseas achievement, others 

are working from the base of what has 

already happened within South Africa. It 

is the blend of the two that is essential to 

the refreshment of a tired gene pool - as 

well as being exciting. 

 

Nothing in the 2017 run of poor sales  

results is clearer than the incredibly  

narrow band of sires that are “wanted”. 

Or, conversely, the long list of sires of 

good winners whose correct, attractive 

progeny are not wanted. The essential 

truth is that there is insufficient support in 

actual end users (real owners) of  

racehorses in the current circumstances, 

whether by virtue of “the economy”, the 

paucity of real buyers or some real or ex-

aggerated progeny reputations that seem 

to “stick”. Trainers-as-buyers face a tough 

task convincing doubtful cheque signers 

that “this colt by [not one of the obvious 

few] could be a really good prospect”. 

As the sun was setting in Johannesburg on 

16th July, off a flight from the North and 

waiting for a pivotal meeting between 

sales companies, I wrote my Turf Talk-

Monday column for the next day,  

http://bit.ly/2hkGU9K extolling the vir-

tues of the Royal Applause/Acclamation 

sire line as ideal for South Africa . (to p2) 

http://www.turftalk.co.za
http://www.allanbloodlines.com/
http://bit.ly/2hkGU9K
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DAVID ALLAN (..cont) 

 
Harry Angel (Dark Angel) – Gr1 Darley July Cup 

winner - got a mention in that piece. He followed 

up on Saturday winning the Haydock Sprint Cup 

Gr1 proving that he can handle any ground. This 

race has been won by Green Desert and Danehill, 

Dayjur and Invincible Spirit, and Royal Applause 

himself. 

 

Harry Angel reconfirmed his future in the 

Darley Stallion ranks with a runaway win. 

He may well stay in training as a 4 year old 

before covering mares. The recent tongue 

lashing dished out to stallion owners,  

including Darley, for standing too few  

stallions that have performed beyond a mile 

will not deter them from putting this super 

speedster up in lights. 
 

Meanwhile, have a look at the table (Leading Sires 

in Europe 2017, page 3) to see how well all three 

of those antecedents of Harry Angel are doing  

today. 

 

Old Royal Applause is gone but is still 17th by 

Sires of European Winners. His son Acclamation 

remains one of the best commercial sires and sits 

3rd, his 103 winners including Gr1 Coolmore Nun-

thorpe Stakes filly Marsha. Acclamation (now 18) 

covered 104 mares last year.  

 

Meanwhile, just above him in 2nd is one of the hot-

test of the hot Dark Angel, now 12 having retired 

at 2 and gone to stud at 3 as is happening quite of-

ten these days. Dark Angel has transcended that 

methodical quest for cheap speed and is sire not 

only of Harry Angel but also of Mecca‟s Angel 

who won that Nunthorpe Stakes twice. He covered 

195 last year at a fee of €65,000, not far off a  

million rand, a lot more rand a year ago and way 

above cheap speed levels. 

 

When it comes to money won, Galileo (now 19 – 

158 mares when 18) is miles ahead with £9.4  

million pounds compared to Dubawi (15 – 159) 

next at £3.6 million (boosted yesterday by  

Shamreen‟s Gr2 win in the race in which Smart 

Call finished 6th) but only a little ahead of Dark 

Angel at around £3 million and Acclamation very 

competitive at £2.4 million. 

Equiano (Acclamation) – the same age as Dark  

Angel, with 95 mares last year, the books in England 

being generally smaller than in Ireland - won the Gr1 

Kings Stand Stakes at The Royal Meeting twice and 

is sire of Gr1 winner The Tin Man (see Turf Talk 26th 

June http://bit.ly/2eOuSS0) also 3rd in Saturdays Gr1 

Haydock Sprint. Standing at Dr Andreas Jacobs‟ 

Newsells Park Stud and advertised in Maine Chance 

yellow and black, he sires sensibly priced yearlings, 

some of which we shall be seeing from next week at 

Tattersalls Ireland September Yearling Sales. 

There we shall try not to repeat the mistake of two 

years ago when under bidder on a cracking Equiano 

colt very early in the sale. Nine months later, he won 

the Gr2 Railway Stakes at The Curragh multiplying 

his value. Equiano is a good way into this blood. 

 

Elsewhere in the table, we pick out the recently  

retired Kyllachy (Pivotal) a speed sire often  

recommended by us as a broodmare sire, the strength 

of Mastercraftsman (Danehill Dancer) who will only 

get even better as his best bred crops come through 

now and the greatly underrated Footstepsinthesand 

(Giant‟s Causeway). 

 

Finally, “Rocky”. Rock of Gibraltar fades then comes 

back, fades then comes back. Right up there in 13th, 

his 2017 performance should give heart to those who 

have invested in his youngsters who came into the 

country in utero in the CTS mare deals. Rocky (18 

years old) covered 87 mares this year, down from 

previous heights, but still in demand. -  tt. 
 

Equiano advert. Medicine Jack was the one on 

which we underbid 

http://capethoroughbredsales.com/
http://bit.ly/2eOuSS0
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Leading Sires in Europe in 2017 
in order of  Individual Winners 

Statistics supplied by Hyperion Promotions, as used is EBN.  Includes results to 7 September. 
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LYNDON Barends, CEO of the National Horseracing Authority, is 

trying to build bridges between everybody in the racing industry 

rather than viewing the NHA as merely the policemen of the sport. 

He is on record as saying that he views the NHA as the “head of the 

racing family”. But let‟s be honest.  “Family” is perhaps the wrong 

word to use. Racing is never like that. It doesn‟t quite sit right, does 

it? It conjures up the strange image of Mr Barends and dozens of 

happy, smiling individuals walking around Zoo Lake, hand in hand, 

singing “Take Me Home, Country Roads” by John Denver, feeding 

the ducks and later laying out patched blankets for a mass picnic. 

 

In his “Vision 2020” strategy, Barends aims to transform the NHA 

over the next four years and makes the following statements among 

others, “By our nature we will be separate from our Stakeholders, 

but we will seek to understand their environment and take cogni-

sance thereof as we govern. We will serve, support and promote 

Horseracing and the wellbeing of the horses and the people with 

integrity, responsiveness, excellence and dedication. We recognise 

that we are part of a passionate, loyal and committed horseracing 

fraternity. In all our efforts we will endeavour to enlarge this family 

to include those who have never been exposed to the pleasures of the 

sport.” 

 

The above is admirable and brave, and we sincerely hope  

Mr Barends can achieve what he has set out to do, but we‟d like to 

caution that he should cover his back and tighten his personal secu-

rity. Our older readers will remember incidents involving  

prominent Jockey Club officials that took place what, 25, 30 years 

ago when certain high-profile judgment calls were made.  

Some individuals affected were happy, others weren‟t. Changes 

were in the offing. The late Jockey Club Chairman Colin Dunn had 

a bullet fired through his window, another official had graffiti 

sprayed on his walls; yet another had a shed in his garden set alight. 

 

In the dark world of vanity, egotism and power struggles, strange 

things can and do happen, all the time When radical changes are 

planned and executed at orthodox institutions, there are always vic-

tims. We, in racing, should be looking after Lyndon Barends, but he 

should look after himself first! - Editor. 

CALL us crazy, but you know and we know that there will be  

individuals plotting to wipe that smile of Lyndon Barends’ face. 

Be brave but be careful, Mr Barends! 

http://www.bettingworld.co.za/
https://klawervlei.co.za/
http://www.highlandsfarmstud.co.za/
http://www.salesring.co.za/
http://www.racingassociation.co.za/
http://www.wsb.co.za/
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http://www.kerryjackbloodstock.com/
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Brigtnumberten in pre-training at Summerveld. 

A bright Number One for 

stallion Eightfold Path 
BRIGTNUMBERTEN gave his sire Eightfold Path 

his first winner over 1000m at Turffontein‟s inside 

track on Saturday afternoon for trainer Roy Magner 

and jockey Gavin Lerena. 

 

Bred by BIT Thoroughbreds SA and owned by  

Hartley SA (PTY) Ltd (nom: Peter Gibson), the three 

year old colt was looking for the victory after placing 

in his prior two starts – his last run second over the 

same distance behind the talented Riding Shotgun. 
 

Brigtnumberten is out of the very fast Joshua Dancer 

mare, Summer Dew, a half sister to Gr.1 performer, 

Hundredpercent. Brigtnumberten is the first runner 

for the dam who has produced twice more to  

Eightfold Path, a two year old brother in pre-training 

with Jill Fox and a weanling sister at Rathmor Stud.  

 

Eightfold Path, the French Gr.3 and Listed winner is 

impeccably-bred being by Champion Racehorse, 

Sire and Sire Of Sires, Giant‟s Causeway, out of the 

five-time Gr.1 winning Kingmambo mare, Divine 

Proportions.  The only son of Giant‟s Causeway 

standing at stud currently in South Africa, Eightfold 

Path‟s top priced yearling to date sold for R325 000 

at the 2016 National Yearling Sale. He stands for a 

fee of R10 000 at Scott Bros‟ Highdown Stud. -  tt. 

Smart Call hated wet track 

SOUTH African interest Smart Call turned in a  

disappointing performance in Sunday‟s Gr2  

Blandford Stakes over 2000m at The Curragh,  

finishing sixth of nine runners. 

 

She has run below best twice at this track, once in 

good going, yesterday in wet, and jockey Donnacha 

O‟Brien reported she really disliked the heavy  

conditions. Sir Michael Stoute will probably steer 

away from Irish soil now. She is worth another 

chance.  - tt. 

http://www.kuda.co.za/
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LOUIS Goosen and Des Gonsalves lead in promising Zen Arcade (Gunter Wrogemann). 

TRAINER Louis Goosen‟s runner Zen Arcade was 

all the rage before Race 1 over 1200m at Scottsville 

on Sunday and he won like a “good thing” for 

owner Mario Ferreira and jockey Gunter  

Wrogemann. Placed second in the BSA Millions 

1400m on debut, Zen Arcade was spotted as likely 

to be above average and backed in to 6-10. 

 

Goosen, who has settled in at Ashburton after a 

move from his long-time base at the Vaal, said that 

Zen Arcade had shown good enough work prior to 

the BSA race and that he was nominated and raced 

despite lacking maturity. 

 

Runs like his invariably catch the eye of the  

handicapper, who is estimating a rating of 91 for 

Zen Arcade, and Goosen commented:  “This is  

upsetting, the handicapper rates young horses too 

high. It‟s a sore point among trainers. Zen Arcade is 

a lovely horse, but why such a high rating?  

Shouldn‟t they be waiting to see more runs? We 

have a prominent owner who pays training and feed 

bills for many horses, an owner one would like to 

keep in the game.  We like to teach horses to win. 

Should we be running them “no good” so they can 

be  competitive more often?” 

 

Zen Arcade is a Mauritzfontein/Wilgerbosdrift-bred 

by Ideal World from a mare by VAR and Goosen 

said: „He‟s a sprinter, miler max. I have an issue 

with people always expecting you to race horses 

over further.  Zen Arcade is by a sire that produces 

good stayers, but he shows me he is a sprinter and 

I‟m not sure why there is always a perception that 

horses should be tried over more ground for the sake 

of pedigree or whatever. 

 

“‟We‟ll aim Zen Arcade at the Graham Beck in  

November and if he shows us he can handle the 

1450m we‟ll consider the Dingaans.” - tt. 

Handicapper wants Zen Arcade to chop wood, carry water 

https://tellytrack.com/
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